STINGER

THE NEXT FRONTIER IN DEFENCE
STINGER is a future soldier solution that can provide ground troops with an elevated tactical advantage. A semi-autonomous fire-support platform with an intuitive User Control System, STINGER is integrated with a new unmanned variant of a 5.56mm calibre light machine gun. With its enhanced operation duration, STINGER gives you the ability to track and engage targets remotely and accurately for extended periods.

Key Features

**Platform Agnostic**
Able to integrate onto any UAV*

**Waypoint Navigation**

**Excellent Momentum Recovery**
STINGER is able to recover between shots in less than 1.5s, reducing drone tilt over burst shots

**Secure Data Link**

**2-Axis Gimbal**
Pan & Tilt for fine tuning of target acquisition

**Target Acquisition**
Target detection & tracking, where results will be prompted on a handheld device for target confirmation

*UAV to be able to carry a payload of at least 25kg.

Enhanced capability when paired with:

**SHADES Advanced AR System Controller**
for manned-unmanned teaming

**5.56mm PLUS ammunition**
Lightweight polymer rounds with enhanced penetration and lethality